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Unfortunately the copy of this work at our 

disposal lacks some pages, bat enough remain to 
show that Charaka's revision of the Treatise of 

Agnivesa has many of the merits and not a few 
of the defects of the monumental work of Susruta. 
The main plan of the work is the setting forth 
of aphorisms. Some of these are hard to under- 

stand in these latter days, despite the assiduous 
labours of the commentators and the learned 

translator. In the Sutrasthdna (p. 6), we read 
that:? 

The object of the tongue is taste. Water and earth 

are the objective existences in which taste inheres. In 

its manifestations and as regards particular kinds of it, 
space, air and light, are also its adjuncts. 

This subject is elaborated in the lesson 

Atreya-BhcidraMpya, where it is written that:? 
The taste that is sweet, in consequence of its being 

well-adapted to the body, increases the juices, blood, 
flesh, fat, bones, marrow, ojas and vital seed. It con- 
tributes to the health and cheerfulness of the six senses 

(viz., the five organs and the mind). It improves 
strength and complexion. It destroys (excited) bile, 
poisons and (excited) wind. It is beneficial to the skin, 
the hair and the voice. It contributes to cheerfulness 
in general. It prolongs life, is sedative and nutritive, 
oilifies the system (by destroying its dryness), makes the 
system consistent, promotes the strength of weakened 
parts and unites fractured limbs. It contributes to the 

strength and cheerfulness of the organ of scent, mouth, 
throat, lips and palate. It alleviates burning sensation 
(of the skin) and swoons. It is exceedingly liked by 
bees and ants. It is oily, cool and heavy. 
The sour taste adds relish to food; excites the diges- 

tive fire; gives nutrition to the body; weakens objects 
by entering into them ; enlivens the mind ; invigorates 
the senses ; increases the strength ; makes the wind flow 
in its natural course ; cools and gratifies the heart; 
causes the mouth to be filled with saliva ; assists at 

deglutition ; generates impurities in the body; and con- 
tributes to general cheerfulness. It is light, warm and 
oily. (p. 310.) 
The saline taste digests (the bad humours), generates 

impurities, promotes the appetite, expels stools, cuts 

away and removes by force (adherent phlegm and other 
humours) and purges the intestines after making the 
stools watery. It is keen, and operates as a purgative. 
It cuts away and removes. It expels undigested food 
from the intestines. It scoops and hollows parts that 
are solid. It destroys the (excited) wind. It allays and 

destroys rigidity of the limbs or the whole body. It 

removes the sensation which one feels at times of this 

or that limb being bound with cords. It melts or 

softens things congealed and hardened. It overwhelms 

all other tastes. It causes saliva and other matters to 
appear in the mouth. It melts or liquefies thickened 

phlegm. It cleanses all ducts. It softens all the limbs 
of the body. It adds relish to food. It is well suited 
to be mixed with food. It is heavy, oily and warm, 
but not excessively so. (pp. 310, 311.) 
The pungent taste corrects (the dulness of) the 

mouth ; provokes the digestive fire ; dries up the food 
that has been eaten ; causes nasal discharges ; pui'ges the 

eye; clears all the senses ; alleviates and destroys tym- 
panites ; swellings or intumescences; plethoric growth 
of the body, urticaria, ophthalmia, oiliness, sweat, impure 
secretions and all kinds of impurities. It adds relish 
to all kinds of food. It alleviates and cures itching of 
the skin. It destroys all kinds of eruptions. It des- 

troys worms and parasites. It furrows the flesh. It 

liquefies congealed or coagulated blood. It separates 
or disjoins such elements of the body as coagulate or 
unite with one another. It cleanses and widens all 
ducts. It is light, warm and dry. (p. 312.) 
The bitter taste is so disagreeable as to produce a 

disgust for itself, but nevertheless it cures disgust for 
food. It destroys the action of poisons. It is anthel- 
mintic. It alleviates swoons, burning sensation of the 

skin, itching, leprosy and thirst. It causes the skin 
and the flesh to become tough. It is destructive of 
fevers. It promotes or sharpens the appetite. It 
assists the digestion of undigested food. It improves 
the qualities of the milk in the breast. It removes bad 
humours and altered constituents of the body by thin- 
ning them gradually and thus clearing the system of 
them. It dries up phlegmonous secretions, fat, serum 
(or marrow of the flesh), marrow of the bones, saliva, 
pus, sweat, urine, stools, bile and phlegm. Its attri- 
butes are dry, cool and light, (p. 313.) 
The astringent taste restores harmony among the 

faults. It restrains (the stools, urine and other secre- 
tions). It draws in and contracts the limbs of the 

body. It causes sores and parts eaten away to heal or 
fill up. It dries up the fluids of the body. It retains 
or restrains all secretions. It; alleviates phlegm and 
haemorrhages caused by excitement of the bile. It sucks 

up all the phlegmonous and other secretions of the 

system. It is dry, cool and heavy. Although possessed 
of these qualities, yet, if taken exclusively and in copious 
measure, it makes the mouth dry. It produces pain in 
the heart (by contracting it). It causes abdominal 
flatulence. It restrains the free utterance of speech. 
It produces darkness of complexion. It obstructs the 
ducts of the system. It destroys virility. Restraining 
the secretions (constipating them) it brings about un- 
timely decrepitude. It restrains the wind, urine and 
stools. It produces emaciation. It brings about heavi- 
ness and pain in the body. It produces thirst. It 
retains fluid and secretions and prevents them from 
flowing or escaping out of the body. In consequence of 
its being rough, clear and dry, it brings about hemi- 

plegia, paralysis, spasmodic contractions, facial paralysis 
and other diseases of the kind that spring from excited 
wind. (pp. 314, 315.) 

' 

And full directions are given for the differen- 

tiation of the various tastes :? 

An object having a sweet .taste, when placed in the 
mouth, oilifies it (i.e., dispels all sensation of dryness), 
produces pleasure and joy, and also a sensation of 

softness. By these is sweetness ascertained. Besides, 
the whole mouth seems to be filled with it and a sensa- 

tion of adhesion results from it. From tenderness of the 

teeth, the appearance of saliva or perspiration (on the 
body), awakening of the mouth, and a burning sensation 
of both the mouth and the throat, as soon as the object 
is placed in the mouth, one should say that its taste is 
sour. That object which, when placed in the mouth, 
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produces a temporary sensation of pleasure and causing 
the appearance of saliva and other secretions from the 

glands of the mouth, fills it with a sensation of softness 
and soon after with a sensation of burning, should 
be known as saline in taste. That object which as soon 
as it is brought into contact with the tongue, produces 
a sense of pain and pinches it and, causing also a 

sensation of burning, leads to a discharge of secretions 
from the mouth, nose and eyes, is said to be pungent. 
That object which, on coming into contact with the 

tongue, pains it much and destroys its relish, and which, 
producing the sensation of dryness and the reverse of 

sliminess, makes us cheerless, should be known as bitter. 
That object, which brings upon the tongue a sensation 
that is very reverse of sliminess, as also of contraction 
and rigidity and which seems to contract the throat 

also and stretch the heart, is known as possessing the 
astringent taste, (pp. 321, 322.) 

And in a footnote on p. 298 we read :? 

The pr >kriti or original source of the tastes is water. 

Water, however, is apparently tasteless. How then can 
the six tastes be said to belong to it or as existing in 
it ? The llithi explains that the tastes do exist in 
their pr<tkriti or water, but that existence is unmanifest. 
This, as Chakrapani points out, implies that whatever 
the taste one feels when water is brought in contact 
with the tongue, that taste is really nothing else than 
sweet, sour, etc., in an unmanifest state. Similarly, 
when the tastes exist in a combined state with particular 
ones predominating, the others must be held to be 

existing in an unmanifest state. In objects also in 

which the tastes exist in a combined state with parti- 
cular ones predominating, the subordinate ones must be 
taken as occurring in an unmanifest state. 

The deep philosophy of all this is manifest. 
The shrewdness of the following aphorisms 

regarding physicians is apparent:? 
Physicians are of three kinds: hypocrites or quacks 

dressed as physicians form one class; physicians by 
common report form the second class ; and physicians 
that really possess the accomplishments which such men 
should possess, form the third class. These are the 
three classes of physicians that practise on earth. 
Those ignorant persons, who having equipped themselves 
with the utensils, the medicines, the books and the 
bracelets of physicians and assumed their manners and 
conduct, acquire the title of physicians, are said to be 
hypocrites or quacks in the guise of physicians. 
Those persons who, without really possessing them, 

pretend to prosperity, fame, knowledge and success 

such as true physicians have, and acquire the title of 
physicians, are said to be physicians by report. The 
true accomplishments of a physician are said to reside 
in those persons that have a practical knowledge of the 
application of drugs, and acquaintance with the medical 
scriptures and the affairs of men, that are celebrated for 
their success in treatment, that contribute to the real 
happiness of their patients, and that are restorers of life 
and strength, (pp. 129, 130.) 

Physicians happen to be of two classes, O Agnivesa: 
One class consists of those that follow (save) the life- 
breaths by destroying diseases; the other class consists 
of those that follow diseases and destroy life. (p. 403). 
The right-minded reader will eagerly turn to 

the description?too long to quote here?of these 
two classes. 
For extending the knowledge of (medical) science, 

physicians, without having recourse to arrogance, should 
never tolerate such disputants as are of small calibre, 
ignorant, and characterised by boastful twaddle, (p. 441.) 

And the passage : 

These persons, who are endued with great compassion 
for all creatures, and who in consequence of a knowledge 
of the truth have become filled with illimitable mercy, 
feel disposed to put down wrong expositions of science. 
Those men who have adopted the side of error, or who 
postpone answers to enquiries by alleging their inoppor- 
tuneness or their own illness (such as headache and the 
rest) or who are boastful and insolent in speech, and 

disposed to speak ill of others, never succeed in obtaining 
a mastery of their science. One should avoid that man 
who speaks disrespectfully of the (medical) scriptures 
even as one should avoid the net which time throws for 

enmeshing living creatures. {Ibid.) 

gains strength from the luminous exposition of 
the translator : 

The object of this verse is to show that the desire to 

put down wrong expositions of science, instead of 

implying any cruelty, really proceeds from illimitable 
mercy to all creatures- As a matter of fact, mercy or 

consideration shown to quacks and wrong-headed practi- 
tioners is really tantamount to cruelty or indifference 
to all living creatures. (Ibi L) 

There is no end (to reach) of medical science. 

Hence, heedfully, thou shouldst devote thyself to it. 
In this connection, one should conduct oneself in this 
way. Then, again, skilfulness of practice should be 

acquired from others, without feeling any humiliation, 
(p. 556.) 

To those who profess to believe that there was 

little knowledge in the old days of how to state 
one's case and vanquish an opponent in public, we 
would recommend the study of the following 
passages:? 

Disputation should never be entered into (with an 

opponent) in an assembly that is committed to one side, 
whether the assembly consists of members possessed of 

knowledge and wisdom and eloquence as regards state- 
ments and reply, or of members that are ignorant- In 
an assembly of the ignorant, if the members happen to 

be friends or if they are indifferent, one may, even if 
not possessed of knowledge and wisdom and eloquence, 
enter into a disputation with a person who is of blazing 
fame but who happens to be an object of aversion with 
all respectable men. While arguing with such person, 
one may flourish wordy bolts consisting of crooked and 
long aphorisms. Frequently indulging in ridicule, 
assuming the wrhile great satisfaction of countenance, 
and turning towards the auditory and expressing the 
while by signs that it is the highest court of appeal, one 
should not give one's opponent an opportunity of speak- 
ing, even when the latter is very much desirous of 

speech. If the opponent utters any word that is 

obsolete, he should be immediately told that such a 

word is never used (by the wise). Or, one may tell 

one's opponent that his proposition has not been at all 

established. If the opponent summons one again, one 
should tell him, 

" 

Go and study for a full year sitting 
at the feet of your preceptor (and then come for disput- 
ing)." (p. 561.) 

In this connection, the following are certainly the 
means that may be adopted for quickly discomfiting 
disputants that are inferior. They are these: An 

opponent that is weak in the Scriptures should be 
vanquished with citations of lengthy aphorisms. An 

opponent that is bereft of wisdom should be vanquished 
by the use of phrases fraught with words whose 

sense is difficult to catch. An opponent that is 

unable to quickly catch the sense of the words he hears, 
should be vanquished by reciting lengthy aphorisms 
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fraught with crooked words. An opponent that is 

wanting in reproductive faculty should be vanquished 
by using diverse kinds of words, as also words each of 

which has diverse senses. An opponent that is bereft 
of clear and eloquent utterances should be vanquished 
by jeering imitations of his half-uttered words and ex- 
pressions. An opponent that is vain though not 

possessed of skill and mastery over the science should 
be vanquished by one's putting him to shame (by 
exposure of his ignorance). An opponent that is wrath- 
ful should be vanquished by provoking his wrath. An 

opponent that is timid should be vanquished by exciting 
his fear. An opponent that is heedless should be 

vanquished by adherence to method, (pp. 562, 563.) 

I. The use of oils is describedon pp. 143, 144: 
The following persons should drink oil, and drink it 

in the cold season :? 

They whose phlegm has been excited and who have 
abundance of fat; they whose necks and abdomens are 
lax and large; they that are afflicted with diseases of 
the wind; they in whose constitutions the wind pre- 
dominates ; they who desire strength of body, or its 

leanness, or lightness, or hardness, or durability of 

limbs, or coolness and softness and thinness of the 
skin ; they that have worms in their stomachs; they 
that labour under constipation of bowels; and they 
that have sores in their intestines. Amongst those 
for whom oily substances should be prescribed the 
following are the persons that should drink fat:? 
They that are constantly exposed to the wind and 

the sun; the}' whose constitutions are dry ; they who 
have been reduced by bearing heavy burthens or by 
excessive walking; they whose vital seed or blood has 
been dried up; they whose phlegm and fat have been 
reduced; they whose bones, joints, nerves, sinews, 
vitals, and stomach have much pain; they whose 
duntrt and other hollow parts of the body are filled with 
strong wind ; they that are habituated to the drinking 
of fat. Amongst those that deserve the administra- 
tion of oily substances the following are those that 
should drink marrow :? 

They that have a strong digestive fire ; they that are 
constantly exposed to the drain of exertion and labour ; 

they that are capable of eating much; they that are 
inured to the administration of oily substances; they 
that labour under disorders of the wind; and they that 
have constipated bowels. 

II. The Sweating-house and its use are fully 
detailed:? 

Before introducing the patient into the chamber, he 
should be addressed in these words:?O amiable one, 
do thou enter this chamber for thy good and for being 
cured of thy ailments. Having entered the chamber lie 
down at thy ease on thy right or left side upon the 
ridge running all round the floor. Thou shouldst not 
leave the ridge however copiously thou mayst perspire 
and near thou mayest feel to the point of losing thy 
consciousness. In fact, thou must adhere to the ridge 
as long as thou art not deprived of breath, that is till 
thou feelest thyself to be on the point of death itself. 
If thou leavest the ridge for coming to the door of the 
room (from desire of escaping from it) thou shalt then, 
in consequence of thy copious perspiration and the 

reeling state of thy senses, immediately meet with death. 
Thou shalt not therefore on any account leave the 

ridge. When thou shalt feel that all thy impurities 
have passed out of the body, that thy perspiration has 
been copious, that all the pores of the body have 
secreted thy impurities, that thy body has become light, 
that all stiffness of limbs has abandoned thee, that all 

rigidity has left thee, that thou hast been freed from 

pain and heaviness, thou shalt then leave the ridge and 
come to the door. (p. 162.) 

III. Headache arid its causes are fully 
described :? 

From loud talking and excessive talking, powerful 
scents, night-keeping, exposure to cold, physical exercise, 
suppression of the urgings of nature, fasting, violence 
done to the body, purging and vomiting in excess, from 
tears and grief and fear and alarm, from carrying of 
heavy loads, and walking of long distances, the wind 
that is in the head increases and entering the veins of 
the head becomes excited. From the wind (thus 
excited) one cets a severe headache, (p. 186.) 

IV. The influence of sex in inflammation 
appears from the passage :? 

That inflammation, which, in the case of a male 

person, setting in from the feet, gradually extends over 
the whole body upwards, or which, in the case of a 

female, setting in from the mouth, gradually extends 
over the whole body downwards, is regarded as not easy 
of cure. (p. 206.) 

V. Perhaps the disease now known ns Vincent's 
angina may have been in the mind of the Sage 
when he wrote :? 

When the wind, bile, phlegm, of any person all become 
excited together and stay at the root of a person's 
tongue, and cause him burning pain by reaching the 
acme of aggravation or excitement, they then generate 
a violent inflammation, with pains of diverse kind. The 

disease, which rapidly reaches a crisis, should be included 
in the class called Rohinika. Such a person can expect 
to live for three days only at the most. If treated, 
however, by a skilful physician he very soon becomes 
cured, (p. 208.) 

VI. The controversy as to ivind, bile, and 
phlegm did not exist in Charaka's time, for we 
read:? 

The hypogastric or pubic region, the place where the 
fteces collect, the regions about the loins, the thighs, the 
feet and the bones are the seats of wind. That portion 
of the stomach, however, where digestion goes on, among 
the seats of wind, is in particular the seat thereof. 

Sweat, the thorax, saliva, blood, and that portion of the 
stomach where the undigested food remains, are the 
seats of bile. Amongst these all, the last is especially 
the seat of bile. The thorax, the head, the throat, all 
the joints, that portion of the stomach which holds the 
undigested food and the fat are the seats of phlegm 
(p. 221). 

But the translator very feelingly remarks, in 
the footnote on page 232, that (the italics 

are ours) :? 

Wind, bile and the phlegm are the three things that 
should be carefully understood before Charaka's system 
can be understood. Each Science must have its techni- 

cal terms. In the selection of technical terms, however, 
care should be taken to avoid words Avhich in common 

use have other meanings. Unfortunately, the framers 
of the Hindu system of medicine did not take this care. 
The three words they chose had and have other accepta- 
tions. Hence, the terms they employed have been very 
much misunderstood. Wind is not the atmosphere, 
bile is not the secretion of the liver that helps digestion, 
and phlegm is not the secretions that persons afflicted 

with cold throw out. They are, on the other hand, 
technical terms that imply certain states of the physical 
constitutions. Certain operations in healthy and 
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unhealthy bodies are attributed to the agency of certain 
forces in their normal and abnormal states. The belief 
in the existence of these forces is no more unscientific, 
than the belief in gravitation as a forcc residing in solid 
bodies. Gravitation, apart from the fact of falling down 
of solid bodies, is no longer believed. Yet there is a 

convenience in speaking of gravitation as a force; after 
the same manner, certain groups of physical phenomena 
are ascribed to the existence of certain forces called 

wind, bile and phlegm. As forces, one may not know 

anything more of them than the phenomena they display 
Yet in conceiving their existence there can be no 

error in inconvenience. To say that the Hindu system 
of medicine is unscientific in consequence^bf its reliance 
on this trinity of causes with respect to both health and 

disease, can proceed only from a misapprehension of the 
true import of the terms employed. 

VII. The bni'den of corpulence is described :? 
In consequence of the fat, which predominates in 

the corpulent man, existing in contact with phlegm 
and, therefore, of its attribute of emitting secretions, 
and lastly, in consequence of the corpulent man's 

inability to bear or go through physical exercises of any 
kind, there is excess of perspiration in him. In con- 

sequence of his digestive fire being very strong and of 
there being excess of wind in the bowels (and every other 
viscus), there is excess of hunger in him, as also excess of 
thirst. In consequence of the ducts being all covered 
with fat, the wind, in special, wandering through the 
bowels, stirs up the digestive fire, and causing it to burn 
fiercely consumes whatever food is taken. For this 
reason the corpulent man very speedily digests the food 
he takes, and desires to take food at very short 
intervals. If delay occurs in giving him food when 
he feels hungry, diverse diseases occur. These two, in 
especial, viz , fire and the wind, cause diverse afflictions 
(in his system). These two consume the corpulent man, 
even as a forest-conflagration consumes a forest, 

(p. 234.) 

The important subject diet, to which Ayurveda 
gives so much prominence, is fully dealt with ; we 
cull only these passages :? 

Among all kinds of pecking fowls, the fat of the 
cock is the best. Among all animals that feed on twigs 
and leaves, the fat of the goat is the best. Among 
roots, ginger is the best. Among fruits, Uvce pnssce 
are the best. Among all the products of the sugar- 
cane, sugar is the best. (p. 274.) 
Among waters, the worst is that of rivers in the 

seasons of rains. Among salts, the worst is brackish 
earth. Among potherbs, the worst is the mustard 
seed plant. Among meat, the worst is beef. Among 
birds, the meat of the black pigeon is the worst. 

Among animals living in holes, the flesh of the frog is 
the worst. Among fishes, the worst is Chilchima. 
Among ghees, that from sheep's milk is the worst. 

Among milk that from sheep is worst. Among vegetable 
oils, that from Kusumbha is the worst. Among animals 
in marshy regions, the fat of the buffalo is the worst. 

Among animals of the piscatorial genus, the fat of the 
crocodile is the worst. Among acquatic fowl, the fat 
o f the Kakamadgu is the worst, (pp. 274, 275.) 
Food is the foremost of all articles that support life. 

O fall articles that are assuring, water is the foremost. 
Of all articles that dispel fatigue or exhaustion, the best 
is wine- Of all articles that prolong life, milk is the best. 
Of all articles that promote nutrition and lead to increase 
of flesh, the best is meat. Of all articles that are sooth- 

ing, the best is juice. Of all articles that promote 
relish of food, the best is salt. Of all articles that are 

agreeable to the taste, the best are those that have a 

sour taste. Of all things that promote strength, the 

best is the liesh of the cock (or hen). Of all things 
that increase the semen, the best is the vital seed of 
the alligator. Of all things that allay phlegm and bile, 
the best is honey. Of all things that allay wind and bile 
the best is ghee. Of all things that allay wind and 
phlegm, the best is oil. Of all things that are destructive 
of phlegm, the best is vomiting (induced by emetics). 
Of all things that are destructive of bile, purging is the 
best. Of all things that are destructive of wind, the best 
are enemata. Of all things that soften the body, the 
best are the operations called Swedana (i.e., those that 
induce perspiration). Of all things that make the 

body firm, the best is physical exercise. Of all things 
that reduce corpulency, the best is sexual intercourse, 

(pp. 276, 277). 

VIII. Liquorice is credited with many 
virtues :? 

The foremost of all articles that are used for 

strengthening vision, increasing the semen and hair, 
improving the voice and complexion, purifying the 
blood, healing sores and killing worms, (p. 283.) 

The aphorism 
" A dry and arid province is the 

foremost of all sanitaria" might be applied to 

the Karoo; while that to the effect that " A 

marshy tract is the foremost of all unhealthy 
placos 

" leads one to suspect that the Sage would 
have been highly pleased to know more about 
the anophelince than appears from his treatise. 

IX. Ihe smoking of certain drugs is held to 

be of great efficacy in the following conditions :? 
Heaviness of the limbs, headache, inflammation of 

the schneiderian membrane (with loss of sense of 

smell), hemicrania, otalgia, ophthalmalgia, cough, hiccup, 
asthma, hoarseness (of voice), weakness of tli6 teeth, 
otorrhoea, discharge from the nose, discharge from the 
eyes, ozcena, foetid smell in the mouth, odontalgia, 
anorexia, lock-jaw, stiff-neck, itching, worms, paleness of 
the face, mucous discharges, discordance of voice, enlarg- 
ed tonsil, inflammation of the ranula, morbid baldness, 
reddish yellowness of the hair, falling of the hair, sneez- 
ing, sleepiness, dulness of the understanding, long sleep 
or coma : all these are relieved by inhalation of the 
smoke (of the preparations already mentioned). Such 
smoke also enhances the strength of the hair, the fore- 
head, the senses, and the voice, (p. 55.) 

The preparation of the material to be smoked, 
the pipe, and the manner of smoking are careful- 

ly described:? 
One for whom smoke is not forbidden should take it 

by the nose in disorders having their seat in the head, 
nose and the eye. When the disorder is in the throat, 
one should smoke by the mouth. One who smokes by 
the nose should let it out by the mouth. One inhaling 
puffs of smoke by the mouth should never let them out 
by the nose for such smoke, by getting upwards, is sure 
to injure the eyes. The man of prudence, while inhal- 

ing smoke by the nose, should do so three times, having 
shut one of the nostrils, seated at his ease, and having 
disposed his body and eyes straight, and with mind con- 
centrated on the act. The pipe for inhaling smoke for 
purging should be of the length of one's own four and 
twenty fingers' breadth ; that for inhaling oily smoke 
should be of the length of two arid thirty fingers' 
breadth; and that for daily smoke should be of the 

length of six and thirty fingers' breadth. The pipe 
should consist of three straight limbs. The hollow of 

the first limb should be of the measure of the seed of a 

jujube. In the construction of a smoking pipe the use 
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is applauded of materials employed in constructing 
enema pipes. Smoke, that is emitted from a distance, 
divided in its course by three limbs attenuated by the 

peculiar shape of the pipe, and inhaled in proper quan- 
tity and at the proper time, does not injure the organs, 
(pp. 57, 58.) 

The contraindications are also fully detailed:? 
One who has taken purgative should not take smoke; 

nor one who has taken an injection; nor one who is 

suffering under affections that produce hemorrhage; nor 
one suffering from poisoning; nor one aillicted with 

grief ; nor a woman that is pregnant; nor one exhausted 
with labour ; nor one under intoxication ; nor one whose 
stomach is full of mucus; nor one who is suffering 
under excess of bile ; nor one whose eyes are not visited 

by sleep; nor one subject to fainting fits or vertigo or 
afflicted by thirst; nor one who is weak ; nor one who has 
wounds and ulcers on the body; nor one who has taken 
wine or milk or oily drinks or honey. One should never 
take smoke after having eaten rice with curds. Then 

again, one should not smoke whose constitution is dry, 
as also one who is angry. One should not smoke who is 

suffering under an inflammation of the palate; nor one 
who is suffering under cataract; nor one who has got 
inflammation of the throat; nor one whose head has 
sustained an injury; nor one who is suffering under 
disorders of urine; nor one who is suffering under pain 
with heat and swelling in the temples and forehead; nor 
one who afflicted with disorders resulting from excess of 

drinking, (p. 57.) 

X. It is a pity that" the description of the 
advantages of the use of an umbrella does not 

admit of exact translation :? 

The use of an umbrella dispels all fear from the 

dangers and misfortunes included in the called Iti, 
conduces to strength, affords protection (against evil 

spirits and Rakshasas), serves as a covering for the 

head, is auspicious, and protects one from the sun, wind, 
dust and rain. (p. 64.) 

but the translator, in a footnote, remarks:? 
The commentator explains that Iti means Ragadidur- 

daivam, i c., misfortunes like wrath, etc. It is difficult 
to understand what is exactly meant by the word- The 
six well-known dangers, of course, that are sometimes 

implied by the word cannot be meant here. 

XI. We all know that suppression of the 
natural urgings of the body entails serious 

consequences sometimes, but these have seldom 
been so minutely described as by Charaka, who 
gives clear directions for their treatment:? 
Bending of the body, convulsions, contractions (of 

muscles), loss of the sense of touch, acute sensation of 
cold, and paralysis agitans, arise from suppressing ten- 
dencies to yawn. All those remedies that are laid down 
for destroying disorders of the wind are beneficial in 
these. 

By suppressing tears, catarrh in the nose, eye- 
diseases, heart-disease, loss of appetite, and delirium 
are induced. In these disorders, sleep, wines, and 

agreeable conversation are the remedies prescribed. 
Abdominal tumours, heart-disease, loss of conscious- 

ness and faintness are born of suppression of breath. 
In these, rest and all kinds of treatment that are 

destructive of disorders of the wind, are beneficial, 

(p. 76-) ' 

XII. The excellent effects of physical exercise 
are noted :? 

The consequences resulting from physical exercise 
are lightness of body, capacity for work, collectedness, 
power of enduring hardship, removal of all imperfections, 
and augmentation of the digestive fire. (p. 77.) 

To this passage the translator complacently 
appends a footnote :? 

It is a fact that by particular exercises particular 
limbs may be made to look handsome after the removal 
of their imperfections. This has been lately known in 
the West. 

XIII. In order to preserve health and sub- 

jugate the senses, the following directions should 
be followed :? 

One should worship the deities, kine, Brahmanas, 
seniors, aged men, persons crowned with (ascetic) 
success and preceptors. One should tend one's sacrificial 

fires. One should bear on one's person efficacious herbs. 

One should bathe twice in the day once in the morning 
and once in the evening- One should always keep one's 
outlets for the passage of impurities {viz., urine and 

excreta), and one's feet, perfectly clean and well washed. 
Within a fortnight one should have three shaves and 
thrice pare one's nails. One should every day wear 
clean and well-washed clothes. One should be always 
cheerful, and always use agreeable perfumes. One 
should wear handsome and decent garments, and dress 
one's hair (by combing and parting it). One should 

every day apply oil to one's head, ears, nose and feet. 
One should inhale smoke (under the restrictions and in 
the way indicated before). One should welcome a' 

person one meets < without waiting to be spoken to). 
One should speak agreeable words with smiles, 

(pp. 90, 91.) 
One should vise umbrellas, sticks, turbans, and shoes. 

One should be observant of all auspicious acts- One 
should avoid such spots as are strewn with filthy rags 
and bones, and horns, as are unholy (such as cemeteries 
and crematoriums), and such as are also strewn with 

hair, chaff, sweepings and rubbish, and ashes, and 

skulls, and flowers that have been used in worship. 
One should not indulge in physical exercise when one 
is tired. One should constitute oneself the friend of 

all creatures, (p. 91-) 

to which the footnote runs :? 
" 
The Commentator points out that a physician should 

not, therefore, refuse tp treat a person who has incurred 
the animosity of the king or one who has become fallen 

through sin." 
One should not ride vicious animals. One should not 

sit upon a hard seat of the height of one's knee. One 
should not sleep on a bed that has not been properly 
stretched, that is without pillows, that is not spacious, 
and that is not smooth and level. One should not 

wander or walk over the uneven summits of mountains. 
One should not climb trees. One should not plunge 
into a rapid stream. One should not enjoy the shade 
of a jujube tree. One should not walk about in the 

vicinity of a place where a fire has broken out. One 

should not laugh aloud- One should not pass wind 

loudly. One should not yawn, or sneeze, or laugh 
without covering one's face. One should not strike 

bone against bone. One should not scratch one's nails. 

One should not scratch or rub one's nose- One should 

not grind one's teeth. One should not scratch the soil, 

(pp. 92, 93.) 
On this the translator remarks :? 

"This is an ugly habit with many persons. 

Sitting as people do, in India on uncarpeted 
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floors, many men, while talking, scratch the floor 

with little sticks or pointed pebbles." 
One should not spit, or make water, or answer the 

other call of nature with face turned towards the 

blowing wind, a blazing fire, a piece of water, or the 
moon, or the sun or a person of the regenerate class, 
or one's preceptor. One should not commit nuisance on 
a road or street. One should not eject the phlegm or 

mucus of one's nose amid a place that is crowded, or 
when one isengaged in eating, or when one is employed 
in reciting one's prayers, or in performing the Homa or 
in reading with one's preceptor, or in dedicating offerings 
to the deities or when one is doing any auspicious or 

religious act. (p. 97.) 

XIV. As the begetting of male offspring is 

the prime duty of a Hindu much attention -is 

paid to the time and place of coitus.? 

Under the shade of a Chaitya tree, or on a ground 
intended for a sacrifice, or on a spot where four roads 
meet, or in grove, or in a crematorium, or on a sacrificial 
altar, or in a tank, lake, or other water, or in a spot 
where sacred or medicinal plants and herbs grow, or in 
the house of a regenerate person or in that of one's 

preceptor, or in that of a deity. One should not have 
sexual congress at dawn or in the evening, or on such 

days of the moon as have been declared (in the 

scriptures) to be unfit for such acts, or when one is 

impure, or when one has not taken a provocative tonic 
or other medicine, or when one is anxious in con- 

sequence of one's not having accomplished what is in 

one's heart, or when one's heart is not cheerful, or when 
one is hungry (for not having taken any food), or when 
one has overloaded one's stomach, or when one has not 
a level bed to lie upon, or when one is afflicted by the 

urgings of urine or freces or when one is spent by toil, 
exercise, fast, and exhaustion. 

XV. Of Insanity we read :? 

That person whose speech becomes indistinct, copious 
in measure, and quick (in respect of uttex-ance), and 
whoso efforts or exei'tions become inconstant and un- 

steady, and whose appearance becomes dry and brown- 
red, should be taken as afflicted by insanity due to the 
action of the (excited) wind. That person who becomes 

wrathful, who indulges in harsh speech, who becomes 
disposed to strike others and fond of quarrel, and 
whose appearance becomes red or yellow or white, 
should be known as afflicted by insanity due to the 
action of the (excited) bile. That person who indulges 
in speech that is partially disconnected, who becomes 
possessed by drowsiness and inactivity, whose 

appearance becomes pale, and who becomes always 
meditative, should be known as afflicted by insanity due 
to the action of the (excited) phlegm, (pp. 261, 262.) 

That the cause of insanity may be super- 
natural is clear from the remarks quoted 
here:? 

The deities generate insanity by directing their gaze 
(to the persons with whom they are offended). Seniors, 
and persons of advanced age, and Siddhas, and Risliis 
cause it by denouncing curse. The Pitris bring it 
about by forcible assaults- The Gaildharvas do it by 
touch. The Yakshas do it by entering into the bodies 
of the pei'sons. The Rakshas bring about insanity by 
causing the persons to inhale their scent. The Pisachas, 
again, bring about this disease by riding on the necks or 
heads of the persons and using them as convenient 
beasts, (p. 995.) 

XVI. We learn how to diagnose the vital 
principle affected when a person swoons from the 
following passage ;? 

In swoons clue to the action of the (excited) wind, 
the patient while beholding empty space of the color 
of blue, or dark, or red, becomes suddenly deprived 
of consciousness and soon regains it and discovers 
the symptoms of tremour, pain in all the limbs, agita- 
tion of heart, gradual emaciation of the body, and. 
brownness or redness of complexion. In swoons due 
to the action of the (excited) bile, the patient, 
while beholding empty space of the color of red or 

green or yellow, suddenly loses consciousness and 
awakens to sense with the whole body covered with 
perspiration and with thirst, burning sensation, and eyes 
either red or yellow and indicative of agitation, and 
with loose and watery motions, and a complexion that 
becomes yellow. In swoons due to the action of the 

(excited) phlegm, the patient while beholding empty 
space of the color of clouds or as if it were enveloped 
with partial darkness, becomes suddenly deprived of 

consciousness, and regains it after some time and feels 
as if all his limbs are wrapped round with a heavy cloth 
or a wet skin, with watery discharges coming out of his 
mouth and nose, and with hiccup, (pp. 262, 263.) 

XVII. That the Sage had clearly defined ideas 
of the merits of various articles of diet is shown 

by the following remarks, on pp. 342, 343 :? 
The flesh of the porcupine is sweet-sour. On assi- 

milation it has been said to be pungent. It is destruc- 

tive of wind and bile, and alleviates consumption and 
asthma 
The Roliita fish, in consequence of its feeding on 

moss and of its never sleeping, increases the digestive 
fire. It is digested soon, and greatly enhances 
strength. 
The tortoise is said to be a tonic. It alleviates the 

wind. It increases semen, improves the vision, and 

increases the strength. It improves both intelligence 
and memory. It is a good regimen for the weak 

stomach. It cures consumption. 
His ideas of the properties of grapes seem to 

require modification in the light of modern 

reasearch :? 

Mridvika alleviates thirst, burning sensation of the 

skin, fever, asthma, hsemorrhages caused by excitement 
of the bile sores and wounds, phthisis, excitement of the 
wind and bile, epistasis or suppression of urine, harsh- 
ness of voice, delirium tremens, bitterness of the mouth, 
dryness of the mouth, and consumption. It promotes 
nutrition and increases corpulency: it enhances the vital 
seed. It is sweet in taste, oily, and cooling, (p. 353.) 

XVIII. That the art of healing should be 

practised with circumspection in the interests of 

the practitioner, and why, appears from the 

following, to which the translator has appended 
a striking footnote, on p. 491 :? 

Of diseased persons of the following kinds, even 

when the fit time comes, a draining out of faults, or 
administration of any other medicine, should not be 

attempted. They are: (1) one that is not disposed to 
remove the cause of censures directed to oneself: 

(2) one that is very poor; (3) one that has no attendants 
(nurses) to look after him; (4) one that is full of 

pretensions regarding his own skill as a physician; 
(5) one that is of a fierce temper; (6) one that is envious of 
other people; (7) one that is exceedingly weak in strength, 
flesh, and blood; (8) one that is exceedingly addicted 
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to unrighteous acts ; (9) one that is suffering from an 
incurable disease; and (10) one in whom the symptoms 
of the near approach of death have discovered them- 
selves. By treating patient of any Of these kinds, 
the physician incurs both sin and infamy 

The footnote runs :? 

The reasons, from a Hindu point of view, for not treating 
these kinds of men, are all cogent. As regards those men 
that are undisposed to provide against the evil opinions 
entertained of them by others, it should be said that 

they are wedded to their vices; for it is by leaving off 
their vices that they can silence the calumnies of friends 
and foes. A confirmed sinner like such a person should 
not be treated. A wholesome dread of public opinion 
characterises every good man. The objection to treat 
one that is very poor is based on his inability to conform 
to the instructions of the physician. Such a man 

cannot have a room like to what the physician would 
advise him, he cannot have beds and clothes and diet, 
etc., of the kind prescribed. Hence treatment in this 
case can never be effectual. Then again, the Hindu 
Scriptures regard a poor man as suffering misery only in 
consequence of the sins of a past life. Such a man is a 

great sinner. Poverty is the result of sin. Even 
Manu says that poor should be driven off the place 
where sacrifices are performed or offerings made to the 
deities and the Pitris. In another place Manu says:? 
The poor, the blind, the deaf, should not be given any 
portion of the offerings made at Sraddhas. Their 

death would be a relief to them. The world does 

not lose anything by the disappearance of poor men 
from it. It should, however, be remembered that these 

injunctions with regard to the poor do not apply to 
Brahmanas. With the latter, poverty is a merit, for it 
is adopted from choice. To the credit of the Hindu 

Scriptures it should be said that there are other places 
where injunctions occur about giving to the poor .... 

It is, of course, clear why a patient on the point of 
death should not be treated. Such treatment may 
raise false hopes among the relative and induce them to 
spend largely. Besides, as death is certain, the physi- 
cian loses his reputation by undertaking to ward it off. 

XIX. Things being as above described, 'prog- 
nostics was naturally a matter of great moment.? 

The physician should not take up that man for treat- 
ment who has got dropsical swelling on his feet, whose 
calves have lost all compactness, and whose thighs have 
become exceedingly weak. That man should not be 
treated with mediciues-whose hands, feet, anus, and 
abdomen show signs of swelling, who has become 
divested of complexion, strength and appetite. That 
man should be forsaken (by the physician) from a dis- 
tance whose chest is largely/filled with phlegm which is 
of a blue, or yellow or rod color, and which comes out 
constantly. The physician possessed of knowledge 
should forsake from a distance that man the hair on 
whose body stand erect, whose urine becomes dense, 
who has fever with a dry cough, and whose flesh has 
been reduced, (p. 895.) 

That man never recovers from disease who cuts off 

his nails with his teeth, or who tears off his hair with 

his nails, or who scratches on the earth with a piece of 
wood. That man who grinds his teeth in his waking 
hours, and weeps or laughs without adequate reason, 
and who does not feel any pain (or exertion) at all this, 
does not succeed in shaking off his disease. That man 

who while ill, laughs and weeps frequently, who strikes 
his bed with his feet and who frequently touches the 
holes in the part of the body (such as the holes of the 

ears and the nose) does not live. The physician should 

predict the death of that person who derives nothing 

but pain from those things which formerly used to give 
him pleasure, (p. 903.) 
The wise are of opinion that the period of life has 

run short of that man, whoso spittle, fsoces, and vital 
seed sink in water (p. 906), 
which is highly significant of the advanced 

stage of knowledge at the time when it was 

written. In those who 
" 
are about to enter the 

great darkness 
" 
:? 

The life-breaths become afflicted. Consciousness be- 
comes suspended; limbs cast off their strength; 
exertions cease; the senses lose their functions; percep- 
tion becomes obstructed ; the mind becomes subject to 
anxiety ;? fear overwhelms the heart; memory leaves 

(the mind); intelligence also (does the same); modesty 
and brightness of complexion depart; disease and all its 
afflictions disappear ; anger and energy are lost; conduct 
(or disposition) undergoes a thorough change; strength 
liies away; the shadow (,or reflection) becomes abnormal; 
the brightness of complexion becomes lost; the emission 
takes place of vital seed (without adequate cause); the 
wind moves in an upward direction; the flesh becomes 
wasted; the blood also sustains diminution and decay; 
the heat (of the body) disappears ; the joints become 
slackened; the smells become abnormal; the com- 

plexion and the voice suffer a change ; the body becomes 
dry; the pores of the body are dried up ; vapours 
are generated on the crown of the head; scabs occur on 
the head, of the kind called Daruna ; those limbs of the 
body which were seen to move continuously become 
paralyzed and do not move at all. (p. 922.) 
More pleasant to read is this passage :? 
Getting up, in dreams, on the tops of houses and 

mansions and hills, riding on the backs of elephants and 
bovine bulls and steeds and human beings, crossing the 
sea, conversing with the deities and deceased ancestors 
in cheerful mood, beholding the rise of the waters of the 
sea, seeing the moon, the sun, the blazing fires, Brah- 

manas, kine, famous men, white clothes, and lakes of 
crystal water, accepting gifts of meat, fish, poison, 
unclean things, umbrellas, and mirror, the sight 
which is very auspicious, of white flowers in dreams, tho 
sight of such vehicles as horses and bullocks and carts, 
journeying towards the east or the north, crying, rising 
up after a fall, and crushing one's foes, these are favour- 
able signs which indicate recovery. Presence of indica- 
tion of a strong mind, and devotion to the physician 
and JBrahmanas, are signs of recovery, if the disease 
itself be curable and if the patient bo not penetrated by 
despair, (p. 26.) 
XX. The virtues of ghee in fever are set forth 

below :? 

As men, desirous of extinguishing the flames, pour 
water upon a burning house, even so physicians ad- 
minister ghee in mature fevers. In consequence of its 

oiliness it alleviates the (excited) wind; of its cooling 
properties, it checks the (excited) bile ; and though its 
quality is similar to that of phlegm, yet, in consequence 
of its correction by particular drugs, it overcomes the 
(excited) phlegm also. (p. 942.) 
XXI. Preparations for renewing youth:? 
There is medicinal herb named 

" 

Brahma-suvarchala," 
otherwise known as Hiranyakshira (in consequence of its 

exudation being of a golden color). Its leaves are like 

those of the lotus. There is also another herb named 

Adityapurni, otherwise called Sur^a/cauta, Its exuda- 

tion is (also) of a golden color. Its flower resembles 

the disc of the sun. There is an herb named Aari, It 

is better known as Aswavnla. Its leaves look like a 

goat. There is an herb called Harpa which has the 

shape of a snake. There is an herb called Kashtagodha. 
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Its shape is like that of a iguana. There is an herb 
named Soma. It is the king of all herbs. It has five 
and ten leaves. It waxes and wanes like the moon. 
There is another herb named Padma. It resembles the 
lotus in shape. Its color is as red as that of a lotus. 
It has also the fragrance of the lotus. There is another 
herb named Aja which is better known as Ajasringi. 
There is another herb named Nila. Its milk is 
blue in colour. It has blue blossoms. It is adorned with 

many a creeping branch. Of these eight herbs, which 
ever may be obtained, the expressed juice should be 
drunk by one to the measure of gratification. One 

should then lie naked within a vessel which has been 

constructed with the raw wood of Butea frondosa and 
which has been allowed to suck as much ghee as 

possible. The vessel should be covered at the time. 

One, subjecting oneself to this process, becomes 

attenuated into nothingness. One grows, again, within 

six months. Goat's milk should be one's sustenance. 

When this process is continued for full six months 

one becomes like unto a celestial in age, complexion, 
voice, shape, strength and lustre. One by this process 

gets such an excellence that one's speech reveals even 

the past. One's eyes and ears become like those of 

immortals. One can traverse a thousand 
' 

yojanas' 
at a stretch. One's period of life is extended to full ten 
thousand years, uninterrupted by any ailment, 

(pp. 1059-1061.) 

As we have seen in our study of the Susruta 

Samhita, at ii, p. 538 of the translation thereof 
it is written :? 

The Soma plants are invisible to the impious or to 
the ungrateful, as well to the unbeliever in the curative 
virtues of medicine and to those spiteful to the Brah- 
man as. 

And the translator notes :? 

It should be mentioned, however, that as far as our 

knowledge goes, this Soma now-a-days is not within our 
reach. (Footnote ii, p. 531.) 

But the translator of the Charaka Samhita has 

evidently no difficulty about identifying the 

plant Soma?for he writes :? 

Soma, better known as 
' 

Somalata,' is identified with 
Sarcostemma brevistigma, syn. Asclepias acida. The 

beverage prepared from this plant was regarded by the 
Rishis as sacred. The gods drank it in sacrifices. The 
Vedas sing its praises. Susruta mentions that it has 
two and twenty varieties. Considering the frequent 
mention of this plant in Hindu sacred literature, the 
names of those varieties deserve to be recorded. They 
are: (1) Ansumat; (2)Manjavat; (3) Cliandramas; (4) 
Rajataprabha; (5) Durvasoma; (6) Kaniyas ; (7) Swet- 
aksha; (8) Kanakaprabha; (9) Pratanavat; (10) 
Talavrinta; (11) Karavira; (12) Swayamprabha; (13) 
Mahasoma ; (14) Garudahuta ; (15) Gayatra ; (16) 
Traishtupa; (17) Pankta; (18)Jagatya; (19) Sankara; 
(20) Agnishtoma; (21) Raivata ; and (22) Usupati. 
The commentators explain that the leaves grow with 

the moon and fall oft' with her. The growth begins in 
the lighted half of the month. On the first lunar day 
of the lighted half of the month, only one leaf, on the 
second, two, grow. Thus on the day of the full-moon 
the herb is adorned with fifteen leaves. This is the 
maximum number. The leaves fall off one by one 

during the dark half of the month till on the day of the 
new moon the herb is shorn of all its leaves, (p. 1060, 
Footnote.) 

Consequently it is possible that when some 

'of the other plants mentioned in Charaka's 

prescription have been identified, those who 
desire to renew their youth will be able to do so. 

XXII. To those in search of Aphrodisiacs, the 
following will be of interest:? 

Take some eggs of alligators, as also some eggs of 
hens. Fry them in hot ghee. Mix them then with the 

pulv. of 
' 
Shastika' rice and new ghee. Make cakes of 

the product. These cakes may be taken by the person 
desirous of using an aphrodisiac. After taking the 

cakes, drink a glass of 
' 
Varuni' wine. Through the 

virtue of these cakes, one can approach a woman like 
a stallion and discharge his seed like an elephant, 
(pp. 1082, 1083.) 

The above terse description of ingredients and 
their effect beats all that we have read, and we 
have read much of the kind, in our study of 
Hindu Medicine. 

Take a quantity of pork. Pound or grind it (in a 

pestle with the aid of a mortar). Add to it 
' 

Saindhava ' 

salt and the pulv. of pepper (of proper measure). Make 

boluses, of the size of jujubes, of the flesh thus 

prepared. Fry those boluses in hot or boiling ghee. 
Cast those boluses, hardened by frying, into the meat- 
juice of fowl, which has been enriched by the addition 
of ghee, rendered fragrant by perfumes and boiled 
with curds and the juice of the fruit of Punicum 

granatum. The meat-juice should then be so boiled 
that the boluses of flesh in it may not break. By 
drinking the meat-juice and eating the boluses of flesh, 
one obtains an inexhaustible supply of semen, (p. 1089.) 

We cannot believe that the commentators 
never met with a case in which the desired effect 

was not produced by the use of these articles, 
but they have carefully abstained from setting 
their experience against the authority of the 

Sage. This is, we think, the curse of following 
authority instead of trusting to observation. 

XXIII. Of fever we read :? 
Fever is of seven varieties, {viz., (1) that which affects 

the Rasa, (2) that which affects the blood; (3) that 
which affects the flesh; (4) that which affects the adeps ; 

(o) that which affects the blood ; (6) that which affects 

the marrow; and (7) that which affects the vital seed. 

Fever is again classed under eight heads according to 
the (immediate) cause which generates it, viz., (1) that 
born of wind; (2) that born of bile; (3) that born of 

phlegm ; (4) that born of wind and bile ; (5) that born 
of wind and phlegm ; (6) that born of bile and phlegm ; 

(7) that born of all the three excited together; and 
(8) that which is accidental, i e., born of wounds and 

other accidents. . 

Bodily fever appears first in the body ; mental fever 

appears first in the mind. The indications of mental 

fever are a derangement of the functions of the senses. 
One afflicted with fever characterised by excitement of 

wind and bile craves for things that are cooling. One 

afflicted with fever characterised by excitement of wind 
and phlegm craves for things that are hot. (pp 1099, 
1100.) 

Fever is regarded as abnormal when it is not 

correspondent with the virtues of the season in which it 

appears. Such fever is also difficult of cure. (p. 1102.) 
Tritiyaka (or tertian) fever is of three varieties: 

when phlegm and bile are excited, it is the lower part 
of the spine that becomes afflicted (with pain); when 
wind and phlegm are excited, it is the back that is 

afflicted; if it is the wind and the bile that are excited, 
it is the head that is afflicted. Chaturthaka (or quartan) 
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fever shows two kinds of effects: if it is the calves 

that are afflicted (with pain ), the phlegm should be 
known to be preponderant; if it is the head that is 

afflicted, the fever should be known to be born of wind, 

(p. 1105.) 

That the seat of the fever influences its 

symptoms and its curability appears from this 

passage:? 
If fever seizes and dwells in the rasa or juices only 

(among the dhatus), the following symptoms manifest 
themselves:?Heaviness of the body ; sensation of cold ; 

anxiety and restlessness of mind; cheerlessness of 

disposition; vomiting and nausea; disgust for food; 
external heat of the body; yawns accompanied by 
languor of limbs and body. When fever seizes and 
dwells in the blood, the symptoms manifested are the 
following:?Pimples, having their origin in vitiated 

blood; thirst that is scarcely allayed by repeated 
draughts of cold water; frequent retching and spitting 
of matter mixed with blood; a burning sensation all 
over the body; redness of complexion; and a sense of 
inebriation, as if the patient has taken some alcoholic 
drink or other intoxicant, accompanied by delirious 

raving. If fever seizes and dwells in the flesh, the 

following symptoms manifest themselves:?The presence 
of internal heat; excessive thirst (that is not slaked 

by repeated draughts of cold water); cheerlessness of 
mind and pain of body ; constant evacuation of stools ; 
the presence of a foetid smell all over the body; and 

repeated tossing of the limbs. When fever seizes and 
dwells in the adeps, the symptoms manifested are the 
following:?Excessive perspiration all over the body, 
with thirst; delirious ravings ; excessive restlessness (of 
both body and mind); a foetid smell in the mouth ; 
excessive impatience and. pain all over the body; and 
disgust for food. When fever seizes and dwells in the 

bones, the symptoms manifested are :?Both purging 
and vomiting ; severe pain in the bones (as if they are 
breaking), accompanied by groans of straining; and 
constant tossing of limbs, and difficulty or heaviness 
of breathing. When fever seizes and dwells in the 

marrow, the symptoms are :?Hiccup and difficulty of 
breathing, as also bronchitis (with cough); the sight 
of darkness all around ; severe pain in the vital parts 
of the body as if these are being torn as under ; 
and a sensation of cold in the exterior, with that 
of burning in the interior. When fever seizes and 
dwells in the semen, the symptoms manifested are 

these:?The Jiva-soul, having emitted (a copious 
measure of) semen and having caused a suspension of 
the life-breaths, goes out of the body, accompanied 
by wind, heat, and Soma. That fever which has its 

refuge in rasa (or the juice), as also that which has 
its refuge in the blood is curable. That also which 
has its refuge in the flesh and that which has its refuge 
in the adeps, are equally so. That fever which has its 

refuge in the bones, as also that which has its refuge 
in the marrow is difficult to cure. The fever which 
dwells in the semen is not amenable to treatment (??e., 
is incurable), (pp. 1106-1108.) 

The etiology of fever may be inferred from the 

symptoms observed :? 
In consequence of the diversity of incantations, as 

also of curses (that maybe denounced), the symptoms of 
fever born of incantations as also of that born of 

ciirses, vary according to the kind of incantation that 
is applied, or the kind of curse that is denounced. The 

symptom of fever born of lust, is, it has been said, 

thoughtfulness accompanied by frequency of deep 

sighs. In fever born of grief, the symptom is plenti- 
tude of tears, Excess of fear is the symptom of fever 

born of fear. In fever born of wrath, the symptom 
is the manifestation of excessive violence. In fever 
induced by possession by deities, etc., the symptoms 
are exhibition of traits that are superhuman. In 
fever born of poisons, the symptoms are excess of 

swoons, heedlessness and pain. (p. 1113.) 

And considerable differences are said to exist 
between immature and mature fever, for :? 

Disgust for food, incapacity to digest, heaviness of 
the stomach, impurities in the chest, drowsiness, 
sloth, intensity and absence of intermission of fever, 
non-escape of the faults, discharge of salivary secre- 
tions, nausea, loss of appetite, filthiness of the mouth, 
stupefaction and loss of touch and heaviness of the 

body, copiousness of urine, presence of undigested 
matter in the stools, and cheerlessness (of both mind 
and body),?these are the symptoms of immature fever. 
Hunger, weakness, lightness of the limbs, mildness of 
the fever, escape of the faults, and eighth day,?these 
are the symptoms of fever that is mature, (p- 1114.) 

Minute directions as to treatment are given, 
and the virtues of gruel are detailed:? 

A person that has been purged and made to vomit 
should be treated with gruels in time, boiled with 
medicines suitable to the particular fever under which 
he may be suffering. It should be noted that 

' manda ' 

should be given (then 
' 

peyaj then 
' 

vilepi'). The 
experienced physician should do this till the fever 
becomes mild or till the sixth day. The digestive fire 
of such a patient becomes enkindled by such food 
(viz., gruels, in the forms of 

' 

manda,' 'peya,' and 'vilepi') 
like fire by fuel. Gruels, in consequence of being 
mixed with (proper) medicines, as also of their lightness, 
enkindle the digestive fire, and help the escape of the 
obstructed wind, urine, and stools. In consequence of 
their being liquid and hot, they produce perspiration. 
In consequence of their liquidity, they assuage thirst. 
In consequence of their quality as food, they uphold 
strength. In consequence of their mobility, they are 
light. In consequence of their being congenial to fever, 
gruels are alleviative of fever. Hence, the physician 
possessed of knowledge should treat fever with gruels 
at the outset. Those fevers, however, which arise from 
alcohol should not be so treated, (pp. 1116, 1117.) 

The translator thoughtfully appends a note as 
to gruel:? 

Gruels are of three kinds, viz., 
1 
man da,' ' 

peyaj and 
* 
vilepi.' The second is thicker than the first, and the 

third is thicker than the second, (p. 1116, Footnote.) 

How ingeniously the commentators established 
the correctness of the Sage's teachings, when 
these seemed to be obscure may be judged from 
the following:? 

The heat that causes fever is dry. Of a fever- 

stricken person who has been dried by heat, that 
constituent dhatu which strengthens the heat is the 
wind. The wind is alleviated by oily substances. 

To this the translator appends a note :? 
The object of this verse is thus explained by the com- 

mentators. Fever is born of the wrath of Siva. Wrath 

corresponds with heat, which is one of the five primal 
essences. Hence, it may be asked how oils can possibly 
alleviate the fever of a person who has been dried by heat? 
Oils are more likely to provoke that heat which has caused 
the fever. The answer is that although fever-causing 
heat is dry, and therefore dries up a person, yet it is 
the wind that supplies strength to that heat. The wind 
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is always alleviated by oils. Hence, oils alleviate heat 
or heat-born fever, (p. 1127.) 

The meaning of a somewhat obscure passage in 
the Susruta-Samhita is made clear by the follow- 

ing aphorism, illuminated by the translator's 

note:? 

Women that are beautiful and of full-grown limbs, 
and that are endued with youth, speedily alleviate by the 
heat that is in their bodies in consequence of their 

youthfulness, cold fever, if only they embrace the 

person that is afflicted therewith. 

Says the translator :? 
The reading I adopt is Charupachitagatrah. Some 

editions read Pavitra i Charugatrah. 'Upachitagatra' 
means full-grown, that is, of deep bosoms and sym- 
metrical proportions, (p. 1140.) 

That measures other than drugging should also 
be employed is evident from the following 
remarks :? 

The wearing of such gems as are auspicious or such 
herbs as are so, or of poisons, as also the use of such 
medicines as have been classed as 

1 

Agadas' (destructive 
of poisons), checks intermittent fevers. By worship- 
ping, with devotion, the supreme deity, Mahadeva, with 
(his spouse) Uma and his attendants {viz., Nandi and 
others) as also the class of female deities called the 
Matris (or mothers) viz., Brahmi, Maheswari, Vaishnavi, 
Aindri, Varahi, Kaumari, Kauveri, and Charchika, one 
is speedily freed from intermittent fever. By chanting 
for his praise the thousand names of Vishnu who is 

possessed of a thousand heads, who is lord of all crea- 

tures mobile and immobile, and who is endued with 

omnipotence, all kinds of fever become alleviated. By 
worshipping Brahman (the Grandsire of the Universe) 
?the twin Aswins, Indra, the eater of sacrificial libations 
(viz., Agni), the mountain Himavat, Ganga, the Maruts, 
and one's tutelary deities, one succeeds in subjugating 
all kinds of fever. Through devotion (reverence) to 
parents, worship of seniors and preceptors, the practice 
of 'Brahmacharyya', austerities, truthfulness of speech, 
observance of vows and and religious rites involving 
self-denial, silent recitation of sacred texts, etc., per- 
formances of homa, making of gifts, listening to the 
recital of Vedic mantras, and the sight of righteous 
persons, one becomes quickly freed from (intermittent) 
fever, (p. 1145.) 

XXIV.?Few of our readers will understand 

clearly what the condition known as Rakta-pitta 
(blood-bile) is, and we confess that we share this 
want of enlightenment, which is a pity for the 
condition is said to be so serious that:? 

If checked at the outset, the following diseases may 
manifest themselves, viz , suppression of the voice, oztona, 
swoons, disgust for food, fever, abdominal and other 
tumours, enlargement of the spleen, epistasis, leuco- 

derma, strangury, various kinds of leprosy, piles, erysi- 
pelas, loss of complexion, fistula-in-ano, and dulness of 
understanding and the senses, (p. 1153.) 

There are seven holes in the head (viz., the two ears, 
the two eyes, the two nostrils, and one mouth), and 
there are two holes in the lower part of the body. That 

blood-bile which has its course upwards is curable; that 
which has its course downwards is suppressible; while 
that which has its course both upwards and downwards 
is incurable, (p. 1152.) 

That haemorrhage may be meant has occurred 
to us, but this suggestion, although it is backed 

up by the Ayurvedic literature, seems to be in- 
validated by the description of the condition, to 
which we would advise the eager reader to turn, 
as it is too long to quote. At any rate, whatever 
the condition described as blood-bile may be, its 
treatment has been laid down by the Sage in 
extenso. We quote only these passages:? 

If the bowels are constipated of persons afflicted with 
blood-bile, the flesh of hares or rabbits, cooked with 
the potherb called Vastuka (Chenopodium album), proves 
beneficial, (p. 1156.) 

Prapaundarika (the root-stock of Nymphcea lotus), 
liquorice and honey, dissolved in the expressed juice of 
horse-dung, or the roots of Yavasa (Hedysarum alhagi) 
and those of Bhringaraja (Verbesina calendulacea) 
reduced to paste and dissolved in the expressed juice of 
cow-dung, form good 

' 

peyas' (drinks) that are alleviativo 
of blood-bile. Each of these should be mixed with 
water in which (sundried) rice has been washed. Or, 
the expressed juice of cow-dung or horse-dung, mixed 
with honey and sugar, may be licked, (p. 1159.) Tho 
flesh of fowl and animals, having their habitat in the 
wilderness, mixed with honey, should be licked. When 
the blood of the patient becomes collected in ducts, 
he should then lick the dung of doves, mixed with 

honey. {Ibid.) 

Here ends our study of the Charaka Samhita. 
It is abundantly clear from the extracts given 
that Charaka was not of the height of Susruta, 
although in the following anonymous verse his 

superexcellence in therapeutics has been immor- 
talised :? 

In the causes of disease, Madhava; in general 
principles, Bagbhata; in anatomy, Susruta; 
in treatment, Charaka. 
We hope in another article to discuss the Ayur- 

vedic system of medicine as taught and practised 
in this twentieth century. 


